
Branding Guidelines
2020-2021

This branding guide is a tool to provide information and accuracy of all components about 
Northwest ISD. A brand is a feeling and opinion that is unique. It is considered a promise 

that establishes trust and loyalty. It is important each visual piece is presented in a consistent 
manner and style to help shape the opinions about Northwest ISD. 
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Core Beliefs
Kids come first.

Continuous learning is essential to prepare for college 
and career opportunities.

Each student’s success is the shared responsibility of 
students, families, schools, and communities.

Learning is influenced by environment.

Vision
Northwest ISD empowers learners and leaders to 
positively impact the world.

Mission
Northwest ISD, in collaboration with students, families, 
communities, and global partners, will engage in 
a culture of learning that prepares all students to 
confidently navigate their future. 

Beliefs, Vision, Mission & Strategic Goals
Strategic Goals

Goal 1
Students will achieve success through meaningful 
learning experiences, innovative pathways and 
personalized opportunities.

Goal 2
Northwest ISD will recruit, value, and retain an 
exceptional staff to create a rewarding learning 
environment. 

Goal 3
Northwest ISD will create and foster an environment 
where all stakeholders are engaged in the 
transformational work of the NISD family.

NISD “About” Statement

Typically used as the closing statements in a news 
release, and other publicity for the district, is 
Northwest ISD’s standard “about” statement:

Located in the northwest area of the DFW 
metroplex, Northwest Independent School District 
has a vision of empowering learners and leaders 
to positively impact the world. At 234 square 
miles, Northwest ISD is one of the largest school 
districts in the area and spans three counties 
(Tarrant, Denton, and Wise) and 14 municipalities. 
NISD operates 19 elementary schools, six middle 
schools, three comprehensive high schools and 
one accelerated high school.

With the addition of an estimated 1,200 students 
during summer months and continued growth, 
total student enrollment now exceeds 25,500. The 
district’s growth is a result of several factors: the 
size of the school district; the number of active 
housing developments; and the attractive housing, 
retail, and business industries in the immediate 
area.
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Colors

Colors are a unified visual component of the Northwest 

ISD brand. Burgundy is the official primary color, 

with secondary colors light gray, dark gray and black. 

Printed publications should use a four-color process 

called CMYK (cyan, yellow, magenta and black). 

Electronic publications use RGB (red, green and blue). 

It is important to ensure district and campus specific 

colors are used correctly. Please color match prior 

to sending publications. To find your color number, 

contact the communications department.

CMYK: 
30/100/80/35
RGB:
129/19/39
HEX: 811327

CMYK: 
0/0/0/90 
RGB:
65/64/66
HEX: 414042

CMYK: 
0/0/0/20 
RGB:
209/211/212
HEX: d1d3d4

Fonts

To communicate consistently across the district, 

typeface selections have been established to 

represent the voice of the district. Typography, or 

fonts, allow the campuses to acheive coordinating 

materials that match the district’s identity. NISD 

has established Droid Sans Bold as the official 

typography for the brand logotype. The font for the 

NISD logo may not be altered or changed. The words 

Independent School District are written in Myriad Pro 

Bold. 

Approved District Fonts

Droid Sans
Northwest ISD

Myriad Pro 
Independent School District

Times New Roman

Adobe Garamond Pro (MAC)

Calibri (Email)
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District Logo

The official district logo appears on district 
correspondence, envelopes, reports, business 
cards, electronic presentations, videos, awards, 
publications, promotional materials, etc. The 
logo typically appears in the official maroon 
color or black (see district colors). It is important 
that NISD logos be used in a consistent manner 
by all departments and campuses. The district 
logo was last updated in 2019.

The official district logo should be reproduced 
from original illustrations and should not be 
redrawn, reproportioned, or modified in any 
way. The Northwest ISD logo is a horizontal logo, 
and documents should be designed with that 
in mind. Please do not use parts of the logo to 
create other logos.

A common mistake is “stretching” the logo. To 
maintain proper proportions:

• Select the object, hold “shift” and drag 
from the corner of the object. This will 
allow users to properly resize art in 
Microsoft programs.

• Or, select the object and choose “Format 
Picture” to increase or decrease the size 
while scaling “relative to original picture 
size.”

The Northwest brand logo should only be used 
in solid maroon with gray, black and white or 
reversed out on a solid black background. No 
other colors may be used.

Graphic filters, such as drop shadows, bevels, 
3-D effects, embosses or glows should not be 
applied to these logos. Any alteration must be 
determined by the communications department 
(817-215-0171). 

Logo Examples

NISD

The district short logo consists of fewer 
characters and is intended to be used 
as an NISD brand reinforcement, in 
addition to the standard logo shown 
to the left. The short logo can be used 
on items with limited print space. For 
example, the short logo should be se-
lected for use on a square object, where 
the standard district logo would need 
to be sized too small to read. The short 
district logo should be used in the same 
colors as the standard district logo.

District Short Logo

This option should only be used if the  
background is already a dark color.  

Otherwise please use the first two options. 
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Incorrect Ways to Use the Logo

Word Mark
The uniformity of the district’s name plays a critical role in identifying and building recognition. 
The NISD wordmark is the primary means by which people distinguish the district and should be 
presented correctly on district publications and media. 

Correct Formal: Northwest Independent School District, Northwest ISD

Correct Informal: NISD

Incorrect: North West Independent School District, NWISD

The district’s website should always be listed as www.nisdtx.org or nisdtx.org or NISDtx.org. 

If the logo is pulled from the left or right sides, it 
will be distorted vertically.

Do not change the colors of the NISD logo (Please 
see colors on page 2).  The logo should also be a 

crisp image without pixel marks.
If the logo is pulled from the top or 

bottom of the image, it will be distorted 
horizontally.

Do not cut off any portion of the logo when placing 
the image in a document. The complete district logo 

or short logo should be represented.

Do not cut off any portion of the logo when placing 
the image in a document. The complete district logo 

or short logo should be represented.



Northwest ISD has developed a standard 
letterhead, envelope, and business card 
style that can be modified for every 
department and individual. A letterhead 
template is available for the district and all 
campuses online in the Principal/Campus 
Toolkit.

To maintain consistency, school personnel 
should use the designs created for their 
campus, and central office personnel should 
use the district design.

All letters, regardless of whether they are 
district or school-related, must have the 
words “Equal Opportunity District” placed at 
the bottom of the document.

Contact iOffice to order business cards and 
pre-printed letterhead and envelopes. An 
online form is available on their website. 
Remember new and alternate designs 
must be approved by the Communications 
Department prior to printing. Please call 
817-215-0171 for assistance.

Stationary and Business Cards
Business cards: 
NISD business cards are printed in a 
horizontal design. Please contact iOffice to 
order new or additional cards, or use the 
online order form available on the their 
website.

Letterhead:
The NISD logo and/or the campus logo 
should only be resized by pulling out on 
the corners while holding the “shift” key, 
not the sides. This will allow the logo to be 
resized correctly and not be distorted. This 
is applicable for the Word format letterhead 
that is found on the staff page.
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John Doe
Communications Specialist
Northwest ISD
817-215-5555 (direct line)
817-215-0000 (fax)

Connect with NISD
www.facebook.com/
NorthwestIndependentSchoolDistrict
www.twitter.com/NorthwestISD
www.youtube.com/NorthwestISD
www.nisdtx.org

Email

Consistency establishes credibility and trust. All Northwest ISD campus and department 
web pages should have a consistent look to match the district web page. To maintain a 
uniformed look, the following standards have been established for webpages:

• The text for the body section should be 
black. 

• Please adhere to district and campus 
standard colors when creating web 
pages for a particular school. For 
example, pastel and light colors are 
hard to read and should be avoided. 

• It is vital to keep information up-to-
date on the website at all times. Please 
ensure old information is taken down 
promptly. For example, Campus News 
should be updated weekly.

• Using backgrounds on pages is not 
recommended. This is distracting for a 
site visitor. 

• Motion graphics or animated gifs should 
not be used on web pages.

District and Campus Webpages
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NISD’s brand includes all forms of communication 

including electronic mail. Please remember to 

maintain professionalism in district email as all 

email is subject to public information. The district 

recommends a signature with all emails to provide 

identification and branding consistency. Avoid 

signatures that could offend based on gender, 

religion, sarcasm, etc. and please refrain from 

using distractive backgrounds and stationary 

in Outlook. It is recommended text be set at 11 

pt. Calibri, single-space, left aligned and in the 

following format:

Email Signature Example



Presentation Templates

The standard PowerPoint template is 
provided to assist staff in creating multimedia 
presentations. The template is available 
online at www.nisdtx.org/powerpoint. 

All screens should use the suggested 16:9 
template.

Google Banners
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Communications Department • 817-215-0171 • nisd@nisdtx.org

Custom banners have been made for each campus and department to use for all Google 
document, sites and forms. Banners can be downloaded from the district site under staff 
resourses, additional resources, google banners or at www.nisdtx.org/googlebanners. 

Please use these banners in communications with NISD 
audiences to maintain consistant branding and to insure 
legitimately in originating from NISD.


